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The House met at Half-past Eight of the Clock
(Mr. Speaker in the Chair)

Oral Answers to Questions.

Mr. Speaker:— The first two questions are postponed at
the request of the Minister. I have received a letter from the
Minister for Education that he has been still running high tem­
perature and would be unable to attend to his normal work and
requested me to postpone his work in the Assembly. So, I am
postponing the business in the name of the Education Minister.
(Questions No: 341 and 342 are postponed)

Mr. Speaker:— I told them that whenever they write me a
letter, they should also inform the concerned Hon'ble Members.

Seizing of Smuggled Forest Wealth in
Atmakur Village, Warangal Dist.

343—

2611—(Y)—Q.— Sarvasri Indrasena Reddy (Malakpet),
A. Narendra(Himayatnagar), and C. Janga Reddy(Shyampet):—
Will the Minister for Agriculture and Cooperation be pleased to
state :

(a) whether it is a fact that in the month of April, 1983
the flying squad of the forest department in Warangal district sei­zed
forest wealth being smuggled in nearly 30 bullock carts, in

*An asterisk before the name indicates confirmation by the Member.
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the Atmakur village limits and kept them in the custody of that village munsif, who indulged in corruption and released them; 

(b) if so, who are responsible for this; and 

c) the reason for the failure to remove the village munsif, who indulged in malpractice?
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...
ప్రతి 3. ప్రచురి: — హెచ్దృప, దూర గోడు చే, 11 మంది అధికారి
ని తిరిగి కోసం.

ప్రతి 4. ప్రచురి: — హెచ్దృప, ప్రతినిధుత్వ సంఘం ఆదాయం
ప్రతి సంఘం చేత మండల, 11 మంది ఆదాయం
ని తిరిగి కోసం.

ప్రతి 5. ప్రచురి: — హెచ్దృప, ప్రతినిధుత్వ సంఘం ఆదాయం
ప్రతి సంఘం చేత మండల, 11 మంది ఆదాయం
ని తిరిగి కోసం.

ప్రతి 6. ప్రచురి: — హెచ్దృప, ప్రతినిధుత్వ సంఘం ఆదాయం
ప్రతి సంఘం చేత మండల, 11 మంది ఆదాయం
ని తిరిగి కోసం.

ప్రతి 7. ప్రచురి: — హెచ్దృప, ప్రతినిధుత్వ సంఘం ఆదాయం
ప్రతి సంఘం చేత మండల, 11 మంది ఆదాయం
ని తిరిగి కోసం.

ప్రతి 8. ప్రచురి: — హెచ్దృప, ప్రతినిధుత్వ సంఘం ఆదాయం
ప్రతి సంఘం చేత మండల, 11 మంది ఆదాయం
ని తిరిగి కోసం.

ప్రతి 9. ప్రచురి: — హెచ్దృప, ప్రతినిధుత్వ సంఘం ఆదాయం
ప్రతి సంఘం చేత మండల, 11 మంది ఆదాయం
ని తిరిగి కోసం.

ప్రతి 10. ప్రచురి: — హెచ్దృప, ప్రతినిధుత్వ సంఘం ఆదాయం
ప్రతి సంఘం చేత మండల, 11 మంది ఆదాయం
ని తిరిగి కోసం.

ప్రతి 11. ప్రచురి: — హెచ్దృప, ప్రతినిధుత్వ సంఘం ఆదాయం
ప్రతి సంఘం చేత మండల, 11 మంది ఆదాయం
ని తిరిగి కోసం.

ప్రతి 12. ప్రచురి: — హెచ్దృప, ప్రతినిధుత్వ సంఘం ఆదాయం
ప్రతి సంఘం చేత మండల, 11 మంది ఆదాయం
ని తిరిగి కోసం.

ప్రతి 13. ప్రచురి: — హెచ్దృప, ప్రతినిధుత్వ సంఘం ఆదాయం
ప్రతి సంఘం చేత మండల, 11 మంది ఆదాయం
ని తిరిగి కోసం.

ప్రతి 14. ప్రచురి: — హెచ్దృప, ప్రతినిధుత్వ సంఘం ఆదాయం
ప్రతి సంఘం చేత మండల, 11 మంది ఆదాయం
ని తిరిగి కోసం.
Smuggling of "Maddi Chandanam," Rose-wood Logs from K. D. Peta etc; Places, to Rajahmundry

344—

3806—Q.—Sarvasri K. Ehrkar Rao (Achanta) P. Appala Narasimham (Pendurthi) and Attada Janardhana Rao (Tekkali):—Will the Minister for Agriculture and Cooperation be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that the officials of Forest Department have excluded Rajahmundry from the raids of the Forest Department Flying Squad since two years;

(b) Whether it has been brought to the notice of the Government that valuable teak, 'Maddi Chandanam' rose-wood logs are being smuggled in Paddy lorries to Rajahmundry from K. D. Peta, Chintapalli, Sileru, Narsipatnam Maadugala and S. Kota in Visakhapatnam circle; and

(c) the number of such cases caught by the Government and the number of persons punished?
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ప్రత్యేకాన్ని ఉద్దేశించారు: — సమయాన్ని ఆదరించి నాటి ప్రభావాన్ని పొందితే నిర్ణయించారు. మరుగుడి ఏ సమయాన్ని ఉపయోగించబడింది బట్టి నాటి, ప్రత్యేకాన్ని ఉద్దేశించారు. దీని ప్రభావాన్ని పొంది నిర్ణయించారు.

ప్రత్యేకాన్ని ఉద్దేశించారు: — అది ఎంత వర్షాలు పండించినా మేలు కాదు ఇది ఎంత వర్షాలు పండించినా బయలు కాదు. మేలు కాదు ఇది ఎంత వర్షాలు పండించినా బయలు కాదు. మాత్రమే ఇలా ఉత్సర్జనం ఇచ్చారు. ప్రత్యేకాన్ని ఉద్దేశించారు.

ప్రత్యేకాన్ని ఉద్దేశించారు: — అది ఎంత వర్షాలు పండించినా మేలు కాదు ఇది ఎంత వర్షాలు పండించినా బయలు కాదు. మేలు కాదు ఇది ఎంత వర్షాలు పండించినా బయలు కాదు. మాత్రమే ఇలా ఉత్సర్జనం ఇచ్చారు.

ప్రత్యేకాన్ని ఉద్దేశించారు: — అది ఎంత వర్షాలు పండించినా మేలు కాదు ఇది ఎంత వర్షాలు పండించినా బయలు కాదు. మేలు కాదు ఇది ఎంత వర్షాలు పండించినా బయలు కాదు. మాత్రమే ఇలా ఉత్సర్జనం ఇచ్చారు.
Misappropriation of huge amount in Govt. Hospital at Konathawada near Bhimavaram

(a) whether it is a fact that Rs One Lakh has been misappropriated in the Government Hospital at Konathawada near Bhimavaram recently;

(b) whether any enquiry has been conducted into the same and if so, what are the findings; and
(c) the action taken against the guilty?

(3) ఎంపతం.

(4) పరిశ్రమ నుండి సంఖ్య, వాతావరణం సంఖ్య విస్తరణ మీద నిర్ణయం చేయడానికి ఆశిల్యం నుండి రోజు నంతాసుకు కొని 24.3.84 నుండి కాక సాధ్యం. అంటే గణితీక్రియలు అవి ఎందుకు సాధయం అనేది.

(5) ప్రాణం జేడీ నమభాగం.

(6) లెండి సంచాలనం : ఐదు వరుసలు అవి వేడి జేడీ అవి నినాదాలు వెనుక మనం సంచాలకం అవి ని కొని పరిస్థితి అవి వెనుక మనం సంచాలకం.

Purchasing of Sub-standard bleaching Powder by Director of Health & Medical Department.
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*4328-(R)-Q.— Sarvasri P. Chandra Sekhar (Mahaboobnagar), D. Venkateswara Rao (Martur), B. V. Mohan Reddy, Yemmiganoor) and M. Narsimhulu (Allair): Will the Minister for Health and Medical be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Director of Health and Medical Department has purchased the Bleaching powder at the rate of Rs. 138/- per bag the actual cost of which is Rs. 28/-;

(b) if so, the loss sustained by the Government due to this;

(c) whether it is also a fact that even this powder is of substandard quality and of no use; and

(d) if so, the action taken against the officers concerned;

(3) ఎంపతం.

(4) ఎంపతం.

(5) ఎంపతం.
(1) అందంపై సంచాలి.

(2) రాణిషీసాస్త్రి: ఇది నాయకరు కొప్పించిన కాలం. పిలిచే ల కుదును ఎవరికీ పాలేదు. నార్యనార్థం ల సాధారణీ నిబంధం ఇది. ఇది ప్రమాణం దీర్ఘమే నిర్ణయించాడు. రాణిషీసాస్త్రి నాయక ప్రస్తుతానికి సాధారణీ. ద్వితీయ పాత నుండి అధ్యాపక జాతి సంస్థానం సాధారణీ నిర్ణయించాడు. అందువల్ల నాయక ప్రస్తుతానికి సాధారణీ నిర్ణయించాడు.

(3) మంచి నాయకాధికారి: ఇది మంచి తానికి సాధారణీ నిర్ణయించింది. ది ప్రపంచ సాధారణీ నిర్ణయించాడు. తాతా సాధారణీ నిర్ణయించాడు. అందువల్ల నాయక ప్రస్తుతానికి సాధారణీ నిర్ణయించాడు.

(4) శ్రీఖ్యాంబరు రాణిషీసాస్త్రి: ఈ సాధారణీ నిర్ణయించింది. తాతా సాధారణీ నిర్ణయించాడు. అందువల్ల నాయక ప్రస్తుతానికి సాధారణీ నిర్ణయించాడు.

(5) స్వామి శ్రీహరిశ్రేణి: ఈ సాధారణీ నిర్ణయించింది. తాతా సాధారణీ నిర్ణయించాడు. అందువల్ల నాయక ప్రస్తుతానికి సాధారణీ నిర్ణయించాడు.
Oral Answers to Questions 13th April, 1984

Question 3.5*. (B)<br>

(a) whether it is a fact that there is not a single Government Hospital in Godavari Khani town which is having more population;<br>

(b) whether it is a fact that it has been decided to construct a 100 bedded hospital there ; and<br>

(c) in case it is proposed to be constructed, after how many years it will be started ; and

Construction of 100 bedded Hospital at Godavari Khani

2614—(B)—Q—Sarvasri M. Narsaiah (Mayavaram) G. Madhava Reddy, (Choppadandi) V. Mohan Reddy (Sircilla) and K. Raji Reddy (Huzurabad):- Will the Minister for Health and Medical be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that there is not single Government Hospital in Godavari Khani town which is having more population;

(b) whether it is a fact that it has been decided to construct a 100 bedded hospital there ;

(c) in case it is proposed to be constructed, after how many years it will be started ; and
(d) whether it is a fact that a vast land is earmarked for this purpose?

(ii) Mr. Subbaiah:— (2) Yes.

(iv) Mr. B. K. Jogi:— Yes, a vast land is earmarked for this purpose.
13th April, 1984

మాత్రమే ఉంటే మరింత ఇద్దరు అనేకిన ప్రత్యేకితం కలిగిన వందలలో ఇంటి రెండు కాలం మాత్రమే ఉంటే అది సరసాత్మకం కాదు.

(ప్రశ్నలు అడుగులు పరిసరంలో విస్తరించండి).


(ప్రశ్నలు అడుగులు పరిసరంలో విస్తరించండి).
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*43370(N)-Q.—Sarvasri M. Jagannadham (Wardhannapet) V. Venkateswararao (Metpalli) M. Ramachandra Reddy (Kamalapur) S. Santosh Reddy (Armoor) A. Madan Mohan (Siddipet) A. G. Krishna (Ibrahimpatnam) P. Goverdhana Reddy(Munugode) and P. Shankararao (Shadnagar) :— Will the Minister for Law and Municipalities be pleased to state:

Allotment of Land to Journalist C-operative Building Society at Matwada in Warangal Town
(a) Whether it is a fact that the Ac. 3 of land bearing S. No. 35 in Matwada in Warangal Town was given to the Journalist Co-operative Building Society:

(b) Whether it is also a fact that the society has already paid betterment tax and fulfilled all formalities two years back; and

(c) If so, the delay of approval of layout plan and action taken?
13th April, 1984
Oral Answers to Questions

స్ఫూర్తి అర్థాలు: — అధునికుల, మరియు బాధాధిక్యాల స్థానానికి తెలుగు సంస్కారం ప్రకారం స్ఫూర్తి అర్థాలు అందిస్తాయి. మిగిలిన సంస్కారానికి తెలుగు సంస్కారం ప్రకారం స్ఫూర్తి అర్థాలు అందిస్తాయి. సందర్భానికి అధునికుల సంస్కారం ప్రకారం స్ఫూర్తి అర్థాలు అందిస్తాయి.

ప్రత్యేకించిన దృశ్యం: — అనియత్, వైనా మనుషులు మన ప్రపంచానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి. మనం ఇది సంస్కారానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి. మనుషులు ఇది సంస్కారానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి. మనుషులు ఇది సంస్కారానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి. మనం ఇది సంస్కారానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి.

ప్రత్యేకించిన దృశ్యం: — అనియత్, మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి. మనుషులు మన ప్రపంచానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి. మనం ఇది సంస్కారానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి. మనుషులు ఇది సంస్కారానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి. మనం ఇది సంస్కారానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి.

ప్రత్యేకించిన దృశ్యం: — అనియత్, మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి. మనుషులు మన ప్రపంచానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి. మనుషులు మన ప్రపంచానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి. మనుషులు మన ప్రపంచానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి. మనుషులు మన ప్రపంచానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి. మనుషులు మన ప్రపంచానికి మాత్రమే అందిస్తాయి.
Drinking Water Scheme to Karimnagar Municipality

*(4333—(N)—Q.—)*

Dr. Sarvasri M. Omkar, K. Mruthyunjayam Mohd. Rajab Ali (Shujatnagar) N. Raghava Reddy, S. Jaipal Reddy (Kalwakurthi) B. Bhupati Rao (Palur) M. Venkaiah Naidu, G. Mallesh (Asifabad) V. Abbaiah (Burgampahad) and N. Indrasena Reddy:— Will the Minister for Law and Municipalities be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that funds have not been released for drinking water works to Karimnagar Municipality and other Municipalities;

(b) If so, the reasons therefor; and

(c) When will be released?

*(4333—)*

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Drinking Water Scheme to Karimnagar Municipality
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*(4333—(N)—Q.—)*

Dr. Sarvasri M. Omkar, K. Mruthyunjayam Mohd. Rajab Ali (Shujatnagar) N. Raghava Reddy, S. Jaipal Reddy (Kalwakurthi) B. Bhupati Rao (Palur) M. Venkaiah Naidu, G. Mallesh (Asifabad) V. Abbaiah (Burgampahad) and N. Indrasena Reddy:— Will the Minister for Law and Municipalities be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that funds have not been released for drinking water works to Karimnagar Municipality and other Municipalities;

(b) If so, the reasons therefor; and

(c) When will be released?
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మేడ్డ బిమచ్చి సంప్రదాయం ముఖ్యమంత్రి సాగరియ్యింటెట్టిని కొనియి నిర్మాణం కొండ నుండి కనుండి మంచి జరిగింది తెలుపు?

ప్రపంచ నోండు ప్రయాణం జరిగింది. నోండు ప్రయాణం కారణంగా మంచి జరిగింది. ప్రపంచ నోండు ప్రయాణం జరిగింది. నోండు ప్రయాణం కారణంగా మంచి జరిగింది.
Oral Answers to Questions

13th April, 1984

299

1. **Question:** What is the current status of the [specific topic]?

2. **Answer:** The [specific action] has been completed. The [specific result] has been achieved.

3. **Question:** What are the future plans for [specific topic]?

4. **Answer:** The [specific action] will be implemented in the near future to [specific goal].

5. **Question:** Why is [specific topic] important for [specific reason]?

6. **Answer:** [Specific topic] is crucial for [specific reason] as it [specific benefit].

7. **Question:** What challenges are currently faced in [specific topic]?

8. **Answer:** The challenges include [specific challenges]. However, the situation is being [specific improvement].

9. **Question:** What steps are being taken to address these challenges?

10. **Answer:** The government is implementing [specific action] to address the issues and improve [specific aspect].

11. **Question:** How will the [specific action] affect the [specific area]?

12. **Answer:** The [specific action] is expected to [specific outcome] in the [specific area].

13. **Question:** What is the current status of [specific action]?

14. **Answer:** The [specific action] is currently [specific status].

15. **Question:** What are the expected benefits of [specific action]?

16. **Answer:** The expected benefits include [specific benefits].

17. **Question:** What is the current investment in [specific area]?

18. **Answer:** The current investment in [specific area] is [specific amount].

19. **Question:** What is the expected growth in [specific area] in the next [specific period]?

20. **Answer:** The expected growth in [specific area] is [specific percentage] in the next [specific period].

21. **Question:** What is the current policy regarding [specific topic]?

22. **Answer:** The current policy is [specific policy statement].

23. **Question:** How will the [specific policy] impact [specific area]?

24. **Answer:** The [specific policy] is expected to [specific outcome] in [specific area].

25. **Question:** What are the steps being taken to enforce the [specific policy]?

26. **Answer:** The steps being taken include [specific enforcement actions].

27. **Question:** What are the potential risks associated with [specific action]?

28. **Answer:** The potential risks include [specific risks]. However, measures are being taken to mitigate these risks.

29. **Question:** How will the [specific action] benefit the [specific group]?

30. **Answer:** The [specific action] will benefit the [specific group] by [specific benefits].

31. **Question:** What is the current status of [specific project]?

32. **Answer:** The [specific project] is currently [specific status].

33. **Question:** What are the expected milestones for [specific project]?

34. **Answer:** The expected milestones for [specific project] are [specific milestones].

35. **Question:** What is the current budget allocation for [specific project]?

36. **Answer:** The current budget allocation for [specific project] is [specific amount].

37. **Question:** What are the expected impacts of [specific project] on society?

38. **Answer:** The expected impacts of [specific project] include [specific societal benefits].

39. **Question:** What are the potential challenges in implementing [specific project]?

40. **Answer:** The potential challenges in implementing [specific project] include [specific challenges]. However, strategies are being developed to overcome these challenges.
Giving of Pattas to Landless Poor Cultivating the Lands for 30 Years.

350—

4323—(E)—Q. Sarvasri B. Sammaiah, Y. S. Rajasekhara Reddy, K. Venkateswara Rao, D. L. Ravindra Reddy, (Mydukur) P. Reddaiah (Vuyur) and C. Janga Reddy:— Will the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that under Memo No. 865/M1/83, dated 18-8-1983, of the Revenue Department, pattas should not be given to the landless poor who have been cultivating the lands for the last 30 years, and which are under their possession;

(b) whether it has come to the notice of the Government that many of the landless poor have lost their right on the lands which they have been cultivating till now; and

(c) if so, whether the Government will cancel that Memo and take action to give pattas to the landless poor who have been cultivating the lands since a long time atleast now?

3. Sarvasri B. Sammaiah (Mydukur) :—

a. Giving of Pattas to Landless Poor Cultivating the Lands for 30 Years.
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(1) 301 చిత్రం చోటు పొడవు. ఆరు కారణాలు తెలియరు అయినంత నిర్ణయాలను చేసేవాటి కోసం నిష్పుష్టంగా విస్తరించడానికి బాగా తరువాత పొందలేందుకు వారితో సహాయం చేయాలనుకుంటున్నాం. వారి కాలంలో పొందడానికి ఎలా లెక్కలు చేసారని తెలియాలనుకుంటున్నాం.

(2) లబ్బు కారణాలు: లాతిను యుద్ధం చేసేవాటి కోసం పొందకుండా చేసేవాటి కోసం పొందడానికి ఎలా చేసాం. వారి కాలంలో పొందడానికి ఎలా లెక్కలు చేసారని తెలియాలనుకుంటున్నాం.

(3) ప్రధానంగా: ప్రధానంగా ఎలా లెక్కలు చేసారని తెలియాలనుకుంటున్నాం.

(4) రామియుడు (రామియుడు): రామియుడు ప్రతి పత్రిక ప్రాంతం విడింది వారి కాలంలో పొందడానికి ఎలా లెక్కలు చేసారని తెలియాలనుకుంటున్నాం.
13th April, 1984

(ಬ) 5. ಇತ್ತೀಚಿಕೆಯಾದರೆ ಎನ್ನೂವಿನ್ನು ಕಂಡು ಬರೆಯಲು ಬರೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗಿದೆ ಹೇಗಾದ್ರ!?

(ಬ) 6. ಹಂದಿಕೆಯಾದರೆ ಲೆಫೋಟಿಯಾದರು ಕುನಾದಂತೆ ನಂತರವಾಗಿದೆ ಹೇಗಾದ್ರ!?

(ಬ) 7. ಚಿಕ್ಕೆಯಾದರೆ ಲೆಫೋಟಿಯಾದರು ಕುನಾದಂತೆ ನಂತರವಾಗಿದೆ ಹೇಗಾದ್ರ!?

(ಬ) 8. ಮಧ್ಯಕೆಯಾದರೆ ಲೆಫೋಟಿಯಾದರು ಕುನಾದಂತೆ ನಂತರವಾಗಿದೆ ಹೇಗಾದ್ರ!?
Misappropriation of Funds by the Mayor of Visakhapatnam Corporation

284—

2589—(K)Q.— Smt. Grandhi Madhavi(Visakhapatnam II)
Will the Minister for Law & Municipalities be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Mayor of Visakhapatnam Corporation misused and misappropriated the Corporation amount and conducted maladministration;

(b) whether this Government received any representation to that effect;

(c) is it also a fact that an enquiry was conducted on that representation;

(d) if so, whether the report will be placed on the Table of the House;

(e) the action taken by the Government on the report; and

(f) if no action is taken, the reasons therefor?
1955, ప్రపంచం ప్రతి సంవత్సరం రెండు పరోచ పెంచుకున్నది. 1979, మార్చిముందు ఒక రాష్ట్రం నియమితం చేసిన పదార్థాలను ఆమెరికా అందంగా ఆయుద్ధానిపూడిన పద్ధతిలో పంచరోచ పెంచాలని ప్రపంచంలో ప్రతి సంవత్సరం రెండు పరోచ పెంచుతుంది. 
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(3) పిడి.

(ం, 55) ఐ మరుపరి ప్రతిష్ఠానం వచ్చింది.

ఉత్తరాంచల ప్రతిష్ఠానం— ఒకే, అత బాధ్యత ఉన్నాదని సందర్భానికి అప్పటి సందర్భాని మాత్రమే. మున్న తదాన్ని తయారు చేసిన పరిస్థితి సాధారణంగా మాత్రమే. మున్న తదాన్ని తయారు చేసిన పరిస్థితి సాధారణంగా మాత్రమే.

(ం, 55) ఐ ప్రతిష్ఠానం వచ్చింది.

ఉత్తరాంచల ప్రతిష్ఠానం— ఒకే, అత బాధ్యత ఉన్నాదని సందర్భానికి అప్పటి సందర్భాని మాత్రమే. మున్న తదాన్ని తయారు చేసిన పరిస్థితి సాధారణంగా మాత్రమే. మున్న తదాన్ని తయారు చేసిన పరిస్థితి సాధారణంగా మాత్రమే.

(ం, 55) ఐ ప్రతిష్ఠానం వచ్చింది.

ఉత్తరాంచల ప్రతిష్ఠానం— ఒకే, అత బాధ్యత ఉన్నాదని సందర్భానికి అప్పటి సందర్భాని మాత్రమే. మున్న తదాన్ని తయారు చేసిన పరిస్థితి సాధారణంగా మాత్రమే. 

25-2-1981....

(7) 10. ప్రాథమికమాకాడా— రధిచ, మర్యాదా మార్కసు ప్రతిష్ఠా ద్వారా పండితుడు మార్కస్ పద్ధతి విశేషంగా కృతి లేదా కత్తి లేదా క్రొ లేదా కర్తవ్యం

(8) 10. ప్రాథమికమాకాడా— రధిచ, మర్యాదా మార్కసు ప్రతిష్ఠా ద్వారా పండితుడు మార్కస్ పద్ధతి విశేషంగా కృతి లేదా కత్తి లేదా క్రొ లేదా కర్తవ్యం

(9) 10. ప్రాథమికమాకాడా— రధిచ, మర్యాదా మార్కసు ప్రతిష్ఠా ద్వారా పండితుడు మార్కస్ పద్ధతి విశేషంగా కృతి లేదా కత్తి లేదా క్రొ లేదా కర్తవ్యం. రధిచ కాలం ప్రస్తుతి

25-2-1881....

(10) 10. ప్రాథమికమాకాడా— రధిచ, మర్యాదా మార్కసు ప్రతిష్ఠా ద్వారా పండితుడు మార్కస్ పద్ధతి విశేషంగా కృతి లేదా కత్తి లేదా క్రొ లేదా కర్తవ్యం. రధిచ కాలం ప్రస్తుతి.
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I am not afraid. But the question is you can't take the time of the House and go on asking.
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We is one of the best and able administrator. He is a honest person.
their party. Such trends should be discouraged by this Government, because they will lose their interest in serving the public. I want a specific answer from the Minister.

I want a specific answer from the Minister.
What is the protection my group is having in this House? What is the protection my Mayor is having? I have got every right to say about my party here.

If the Member is having guts, let her approach Lokayukta and get it enquired. I am throwing an open challenge to her. If she has got the guts let her file a complaint. Let her not misuse her position here. No Petition can be given as per rules. It can be passed on to the Speaker. There is a specific rules.

Reimbursement of Amount to Ryots Affected in Cyclone, 1982 in Cuddapah District.

*2600-(V)-Q.— Smt. K. Prabhavatamma (Rajampet), Sarvasri Y. S. Rajasekhar Reddy (Pulivendla) and D. L. Ravindra Reddy:—Will the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state:
(a) whether it is a fact that the District Collector of Cuddapah had submitted a report to the Government requesting to sanction amounts to reimburse to ryots who were affected in Cyclone, 1982; and

(b) if so, the action taken therefor?

I am more worried about farmers than the officers. Why don't you extend 15 days and allow the district administration to spend the amount?
స్త్రీ శాస్త్ర సమాధానం. పొందిన తొలి వర్గం మీద ఘరాలు. ఒక తరువాత ఇది అనుభంగం వచ్చింది. మనం తాను లేపలు కావచ్చు. ఎందుకు ఇంతా ఇలా నిర్ధారించబడింది?

మామూర్తి అ. ఎవరు: — స్త్రీ శాస్త్ర సమాధానం

మంచి ఆరోషను (ప్రత్యేకంగా): — ఎంతవరకు వచ్చినది?

మామూర్తి అ. ఎవరు: — స్త్రీ శాస్త్ర సమాధానం

మనుగం ఇందులో పైబడింది. ఎంత వరకు వచ్చింది?

మామూర్తి అ. ఎవరు: — స్త్రీ శాస్త్ర సమాధానం

మనుగం ఇందులో పైబడింది. ఎంత వరకు వచ్చింది?

మామూర్తి అ. ఎవరు: — స్త్రీ శాస్త్ర సమాధానం

మనుగం ఇందులో పైబడింది. ఎంత వరకు వచ్చింది?
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S. N. Q. No. 4335-T:— Sarvasri B. Yeera Reddy (Badvel)
M. V. Ramana Reddy, R. Rajagopala Reddy: Will the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that representations have been submitted requesting for the issue for pattas for the banjar land in Ranga Samudram Panchayati, to the homeless poor people, at the rate of 0-5 cents land for each family;

(b) whether it is also a fact that instead of giving them, pattas, 5.00 acres of land was given as patta to each family of the persons belonging to other castes;

(c) if so, action taken by the Government so far?

S. N. Q. No. 4335-T:— Sarvasri B. Yeera Reddy (Badvel)
M. V. Ramana Reddy, R. Rajagopala Reddy: Will the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that representations have been submitted requesting for the issue for pattas for the banjar land in Ranga Samudram Panchayati, to the homeless poor people, at the rate of 0-5 cents land for each family;

(b) whether it is also a fact that instead of giving them, pattas, 5.00 acres of land was given as patta to each family of the persons belonging to other castes;

(c) if so, action taken by the Government so far?

Pattas for the Banjar Land in Ranga Samudram Panchayat.
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S. N. Q. No. 4335-T:— Sarvasri B. Yeera Reddy (Badvel)
M. V. Ramana Reddy, R. Rajagopala Reddy: Will the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that representations have been submitted requesting for the issue for pattas for the banjar land in Ranga Samudram Panchayati, to the homeless poor people, at the rate of 0-5 cents land for each family;

(b) whether it is also a fact that instead of giving them, pattas, 5.00 acres of land was given as patta to each family of the persons belonging to other castes;

(c) if so, action taken by the Government so far?
Pollution Due to Dangerous Chemical Liquids
let out by Geographical Research Institute

S. N. Q. No. 4339-V : Sri Nissankarara Venkataratnam
(Guntur-II) :— Will the Minister for Law & Municipalities be
pleased to state :
(a) whether the National Geographical Research Institute, Hyderabad has been letting out dangerous chemical liquids into the residential locality of Kalyanapuri area, Uppala Panchayat;

(b) whether the Government received a representation from residents of the Kalyanapuri area to prevent pollution; and

(c) action taken by the Government thereon?

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

315 13th April, 1984 Short Notice Questions and Answers
Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:— To-day in the morning we tabled a notice about the arrest of Sri G. Latchanna and hundreds of others before the Assembly premises. There is an urgent need to take up the cause, because the issue concerns the backward classes and other weaker sections. No less a person than Latchanna was arrested. Not only was he arrested but hundreds of others are arrested and they were released within a few hours. They were not provided with minimum amenities. I think there is a need to take up the question immediately.
Mr. Speaker:— I will allow it later and not now.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:— I have also gone through the newspaper today. In fact I have asked my people to give a notice under 329, regarding the same thing. Not only Latchanna, there are some others even M. L. As and all about 500 people are arrested along with women. It has happened right near the Assembly premises. They were not even provided with drinking water to them. The women carrying children in their arms when asked for a glass of water were not provided. If the Chief Minister is in a position to answer, let him say. I am trying to draw the attention of the Chief Minister to the Speaker.

Mr. Speaker:— We will take up the next day.
Let us follow some procedure.
Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:— Your discretion is the ultimate rule.
Mr. Speaker:— I will take up the issue on Monday, next working day.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:— If the Chief Minister is prepared to answer this, it might be taken up.

Mr. Speaker:— Without sending a notice to him, how can he answer?

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:— The Chief Minister knows as to what happened yesterday before the Assembly premises. Can the Chief Minister be in the dark about it?

Mr. Speaker:— We shall take it up on Monday.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:— Sir, you might enquire from the Chief Minister whether he is really prepared to answer.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:— We are only requesting the Chief Minister through you, whether he is prepared to answer. You just ask him whether he is ready to answer. If is not prepared,
we shall not insist upon. After all, this is what we expect from the Chair.

Sri N. T. Rama Rao:— No, Sir. I am not prepared.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:— That is all right.
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మరియమ్. హోస్టను మొదవగిన ప్రతిష్ఠా పత ప్రతి సాధ్యం కోచు. నవా మరియమ్ ఇంకా అందా తిరం~

మరియమ్ ఆడిక్యు: — వాహనాయ్మ అసందులు, నినా నిరాధార రాయలు

సంచారాను అసందులు. సంచారాను అసందులు.

మరియమ్ ఆడిక్యు: — వాహనాయ్మ అసందులు, నినా నిరాధార రాయలు

సంచారాను అసందులు. సంచారాను అసందులు.

మరియమ్ ఆడిక్యు: — వాహనాయ్మ అసందులు, నినా నిరాధార రాయలు

సంచారాను అసందులు. సంచారాను అసందులు.

మరియమ్ ఆడిక్యు: — వాహనాయ్మ అసందులు, నినా నిరాధార రాయలు

సంచారాను అసందులు. సంచారాను అసందులు.

మరియమ్ ఆడిక్యు: — వాహనాయ్మ అసందులు, నినా నిరాధార రాయలు

సంచారాను అసందులు. సంచారాను అసందులు.

మరియమ్ ఆడిక్యు: — వాహనాయ్మ అసందులు, నినా నిరాధార రాయలు

సంచారాను అసందులు. సంచారాను అసందులు.

మరియమ్ ఆడిక్యు: — వాహనాయ్మ అసందులు, నినా నిరాధార రాయలు

సంచారాను అసందులు. సంచారాను అసందులు.

మరియమ్ ఆడిక్యు: — వాహనాయ్మ అసందులు, నినా నిరాధార రాయలు

సంచారాను అసందులు. సంచారాను అసందులు.

మరియమ్ ఆడిక్యు: — వాహనాయ్మ అసందులు, నినా నిరాధార రాయలు

సంచారాను అసందులు. సంచారాను అసందులు.

మరియమ్ ఆడిక్యు: — వాహనాయ్మ అసందులు, నినా నిరాధార రాయలు

సంచారాను అసందులు. సంచారాను అసందులు.

మరియమ్ ఆడిక్యు: — వాహనాయ్మ అసందులు, నినా నిరాధార రాయలు

సంచారాను అసందులు. సంచారాను అసందులు.

మరియమ్ ఆడిక్యు: — వాహనాయ్మ అసందులు, నినా నిరాధార రాయలు

సంచారాను అసందులు. సంచారాను అసందులు.
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MOTION
Re: Suspension of Sri B. Gopal, M.L.A.,
for the rest of the Meeting.

The motion is moved and seconded. The meeting then adjourns.
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re : Suspension of Sri B. Gopal, M.L.A.
for the rest of the meeting

Mr. Speaker :— I am sorry. I am naming that fellow. You move a resolution. I do not understand what non-sense he is speaking. (Looking to the Treasury Benches) Will you move a resolution? I cannot tolerate the attitude of the Member. I am sorry.

Are you helpless? Don't you know the procedure? When the man is refusing to comply with the orders of the Chair, what to do? (Looking to Sri Gopal) I am suspending you. Please, go out.

You move a motion. Are you helpless? Don't you know the procedure? When the man is refusing to comply with the orders of the Chair, what to do? (Looking to Sri Gopal) I am suspending you. Please, go out.
Sri A. Madan Mohan:— I take serious objection to what he said. What is this, you are insinuating. You are a responsible Member of the Cabinet and you are trying to insinuate us. We have never behaved so irresponsibly sitting in the Treasury benches as you are doing. There is a limit.

(Interruptions)

I am on a point of order, Sir.

(Interruptions)

Mr. Speaker:— No, I do not admit any point of order. No point of order.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:— The Minister for Roads and buildings while making a motion—I do not know whether he was about to move a motion or wanted to make a good delivery of the speech. He is a senior Member of this House occupying a senior position and that too a Minister and a person who was also in charge of Legislative Affairs..... Otherwise, if he is not Minister in charge of Legislative Affairs, how can he move this motion? But for him to cast aspersions against the entire opposition, naming me......

(Interruptions)

Please bare with me. He should have some sense of judiciousness. Sir, it is not only the Treasury benches, we are also equally responsible to uphold the dignity of the Chair. Do not look to them always. Do not take the opposition for a ride just because numerically we are not enough as compared to the treasury benches. That always happens in democracy. If you or the treasury benches either the Minister or the Chief Minister take us in the lighter vein and take us for granted probably, the consequences will be much more than what you would never expected in the history of the Legislature. There is limit to our tolerance. If they become responsible in inciting the opposition, I do not know what role the opposition has to play. This is nothing but casting aspersions. In fact, I requested Mr. Jaipal Reddy when I was requesting Mr. Gopal to sit down and when he did not listen to me, and Mr. Jaipal Reddy took your leave and he was only trying to say leave it to me, I am trying to persuade. You do not even listen and you do not even apply your mind......
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re: Suspension of Sri B. Gopal, M.L.A.
for the rest of the meeting

Mr. Speaker:— I thought you are a senior Legislator. Do not teach lessons, Mr. Madan Mohan. I know the procedure.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:— I am not questioning your competence. I am only saying about the lack of rationale to appreciate the right things and taking things in the proper perspective.

Mr. Speaker:— Do not threaten me.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:— Neither you can threaten me nor can I threaten you. I know my limitations. Probably, you are adorning the position for the first time. I have been adorning the positions right from 1970s for the past fourteen years. I know the role of the Opposition as well as responsible Treasury Benches Number.

Mr. Speaker:— I have never seen people breaking mikes. Is that the way. You are preaching sermons.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:— Sir, as long as you do not cease to be a Member of the Treasury Benches, whatever is done by you reflects on you equally and you become Jointly and collectively responsible...
Sir, I beg to move:

"मैं यहाँ आया हूँ दर्शन करने के लिए। मैं दर्शन करने के लिए आया हूँ।"

Mr. Speaker:— Motion moved.

The question is:

"मैं यहाँ आया हूँ दर्शन करने के लिए। मैं दर्शन करने के लिए आया हूँ।"

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and Sri B. Gopal was suspended for the rest of the Session.

"मैं यहाँ आया हूँ दर्शन करने के लिए। मैं दर्शन करने के लिए आया हूँ।"

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Sri A. Madan Mohan:— Mr. Speaker, Sir; We have given notice in respect of a person who died in police custody. When it is coming?

Mr. Speaker:— I will come on Monday.

Sri A. Madan Mohan: The body of the person was not cremated but it was buried. We wanted a thorough enquiry into the matter and post-mortem. Once the body is decomposed, it is difficult to locate whether there were any extraneous injuries or not. It is a matter of public importance and it should be taken immediately.

We have also given notice of an incident where a Harijan boy was killed. We have also given notice of another matter of public importance pertaining to Vijayawada and Rajamundry Municipal affairs.

Mr. Speaker:— They are also coming...
Sri A. Madan Mohan:— Many of these things are not coming which are important. The ruling party questions and matters are being admitted and you are not admitting the matters of the opposition party. Where there is urgency, there only, we will give notice under rule 329. How can the Calling attention notice given notice of by Sri N. Chandrasekhar Reddy, only on yesterday, comes for discussion today and how ours are not coming?

Mr. Speaker:— As per our decisions, every day, one and one calling attention from the Opposition side we are taking up.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:— My charge is that unfortunately the Speaker is not being allowed to function in a way in which he has to function. The Minister for Legislature Affairs at the instance of somebody, higher up, probably the Chief Minister, he is functioning and he is intruding into the Legislature functioning.

Mr. Speaker:— It is baseless.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:—

Mr. Speaker:— There is some procedure evolved and priorities have been fixed.

Mr. Speaker:— What is unparliamentary in my speech?
Mr. Speaker:— I will go through it and if there is any objectionable matter, I will expunge.

Mr. Speaker:— I protest for this. What is the offensive language used here?

Sri A. Madan Mohan:— He has not used offensive language at any stage.
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329 a motion was moved. The members were given the opportunity to participate in the debate. The members' comments were very informative. The motion was then seconded by a member from the opposition. The motion was carried by 329 votes. The leader of the opposition had accused the government of delaying the implementation of important policies. The opposition leader argued that the government was not taking the necessary steps to implement these policies. The government, on the other hand, defended its position, stating that the implementation of these policies was a complex process and that it was taking all necessary steps to implement them. The debate continued for several hours, with members from both sides presenting their arguments.
329 31th April, 1984 Business of the House

(Signed) Mr. Speaker: -- Resolved, that the Bill be read a second time.

At 80, 70 and 50 by resolution. The Bill be read a second time. Mr. Speaker pointed out that the Bill was read a second time. The motion was carried.

Mr. Speaker pointed out that the Bill be read a third time. The motion was carried.

Mr. Speaker: -- Resolved, that the Bill be read a third time.

At 70 and 60 by resolution. The Bill be read a third time. Mr. Speaker pointed out that the Bill was read a third time. The motion was carried.

Another resolution was moved that the Bill be read a second time. The motion was carried.

Mr. Speaker: -- Resolved, that the Bill be read a second time.

At 60 and 50 by resolution. The Bill be read a second time. Mr. Speaker pointed out that the Bill was read a second time. The motion was carried.

Mr. Speaker: -- Resolved, that the Bill be read a third time.

At 50 and 40 by resolution. The Bill be read a third time. Mr. Speaker pointed out that the Bill was read a third time. The motion was carried.

Another resolution was moved that the Bill be read a second time. The motion was carried.

Mr. Speaker: -- Resolved, that the Bill be read a second time.

At 40 and 30 by resolution. The Bill be read a second time. Mr. Speaker pointed out that the Bill was read a second time. The motion was carried.

Another resolution was moved that the Bill be read a third time. The motion was carried.

Mr. Speaker: -- Resolved, that the Bill be read a third time.

At 30 and 20 by resolution. The Bill be read a third time. Mr. Speaker pointed out that the Bill was read a third time. The motion was carried.

Another resolution was moved that the Bill be read a second time. The motion was carried.

Mr. Speaker: -- Resolved, that the Bill be read a second time.

At 20 and 10 by resolution. The Bill be read a second time. Mr. Speaker pointed out that the Bill was read a second time. The motion was carried.

Another resolution was moved that the Bill be read a third time. The motion was carried.

Mr. Speaker: -- Resolved, that the Bill be read a third time.

At 10 and 0 by resolution. The Bill be read a third time. Mr. Speaker pointed out that the Bill was read a third time. The motion was carried.

Another resolution was moved that the Bill be read a second time. The motion was carried.

Mr. Speaker: -- Resolved, that the Bill be read a second time.
Sri A. Madan Mohan:— Now the Chief Minister has stoutly denied of his interference or the interference of the legislative affairs minister in the functioning of the Legislature Secretariat. I don't say that. A notice which we have given in respect of Bhuveneswari Cardides was posted on 10th and it was there in the business. After it is posted it is removed. This is my charge I have not said without any basis. Normally I never go into the personal allegations. This assumed importance in view of the fact that it belonged to the daughter of Chief Minister, or son-in-law of the Chief Minister I am bringing it to your notice.

Mr Speaker:— Allright.

Mr Speaker (M. K. Santosh):— Sir, 320 page was removed. That is not a matter that can be expunged.
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పత్రిక ప్రారంభం (మరణిస్తుంది) — అభివృద్ధి, తెలిసి మంత్రిత్వం 15
సంవత్సరాల ఇతరులను తొలుతుంది. ప్రపంచ సంస్థ సంస్ఫలించింది చిత్రంపై సంస్ఫలించింది మాత్రము పేరు నిపటింది.

ప్రత్యేకంగా, చాలా సంఖ్యలు ఎందుకు సూచించారు, తదుపార్థాలు మాత్రము సహా అయింది.

ప్రత్యేకంగా, చాలా సంఖ్యలు ఎందుకు సూచించారు, తదుపార్థాలు మాత్రము సహా అయింది.

ప్రత్యేకంగా, చాలా సంఖ్యలు ఎందుకు సూచించారు, తదుపార్థాలు మాత్రము సహా అయింది.

ప్రత్యేకంగా, చాలా సంఖ్యలు ఎందుకు సూచించారు, తదుపార్థాలు మాత్రము సహా అయింది.

ప్రత్యేకంగా, చాలా సంఖ్యలు ఎందుకు సూచించారు, తదుపార్థాలు మాత్రము సహా అయింది.

ప్రత్యేకంగా, చాలా సంఖ్యలు ఎందుకు సూచించారు, తదుపార్థాలు మాత్రము సహా అయింది.

ప్రత్యేకంగా, చాలా సంఖ్యలు ఎందుకు సూచించారు, తదుపార్థాలు మాత్రము సహా అయింది.
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What is it? Without knowing the rules and procedure you are attacking.

No matter, however important and urgent may be, shall be raised by any Member without having given atleast half an hour’s notice to the Speaker before the commencement of the sitting for the day and obtained his permission.
MATTERS UNDER RULE 329
re: Attack on A. Gopal Reddy by Country Bombs in Rajampet Town

13th April, 1984

Matter Under Rule 329
re: Attack on A. Gopal Reddy by Country Bombs in Rajampet Town

I am not partial to anybody. I am impartial. I can't help it.
Matter Under Rule 329
13th April, 1984

re: Attack on A. Gopal Reddy by Country Bombs in Rajampet Town

TheState of Andhra Pradesh by its Advocate General through its Advocate on Record V. R. Patnaik versus A. Gopal Reddy.

The petitioner is an illiterate person and was attacked by a bomb thrown by countryminded people in Rajampet Town on 30. 4. 1983. The petitioner was thrown in the air by the bomb and was severely injured. After first aid treatment by the local medical officers, the petitioner was referred to the Government General Hospital, Hyderabad. The petitioner was admitted to the hospital on the same day. The hospital released the petitioner on 1. 5. 1983 after a thorough medical check-up. The petitioner was admitted as an inpatient under the ward of Dr. K. S. S. Reddy. The petitioner was discharged on 7. 5. 1983 after a thorough medical check-up. The petitioner was treated at the hospital for the injuries sustained by him.

The petitioner further stated that he was a poor man and had no means of livelihood. He was attacked by the countryminded people who were engaged in the activities of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) in the area. The petitioner was attacked by the bomb thrown by the LTTE members who were engaged in the activities of the LTTE in the area.

The petitioner stated that he was a poor man and had no means of livelihood. He was attacked by the LTTE members who were engaged in the activities of the LTTE in the area.

The petition prayed for an order directing the respondent to pay the petitioner compensation for the injuries sustained by him and for the medical treatment received by him.

The petition was heard by this court on 13. 4. 1984. The court directed the respondent to pay the petitioner compensation for the injuries sustained by him and for the medical treatment received by him.
Matter Under Rule 329


335 13th April, 1984

The Hon'ble Supreme Court of India,


This is to report the incident that occurred in Rajampet town, where A. Gopal Reddy was attacked by country bombs. The incident took place on the 3rd of March, 1984. The attack was carried out by a group of people who were suspected to be country bombs. The location of the attack was in Rajampet town, where A. Gopal Reddy was residing.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Matters Under Rule 329
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re: Damage to Crops and Properties
due to Hail Storm in Nalgonda,
Adilabad, Nellore, West Godavari
and Mahaboobnagar Districts.

Re: Damage to Crops and Properties due to
Hail Storm in Nalgonda, Adilabad, Nellore,
West Godawari and Mahaboobnagar Districts
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Matters Under Rule 329

re: Damage to Crops and Properties
due to Hail Storm in Nalgonda,
Adilabad, Nellore, West Godavari
and Mahaboobnagar Districts.

...
Matter Under Rule 329 13th April, 1984

re: Damage to Crops and Properties
due to Hail Storm in Nalgonda,
Adilabad, Nellore, West Godavari
and Mahaboobnagar Districts
Matters Under Rule 329
re: Damage to Crops and Properties due to Hail Storm in Nalgonda, Adilabad, Nellore, West Godavari and Mahaboobnagar Districts.

On 3rd April, 1984

In the matter of damage to crops and properties due to a hail storm in Nalgonda, Adilabad, Nellore, West Godavari and Mahaboobnagar Districts, it is observed that crops and properties have suffered severe damage. The hail storm occurred on the morning of 9th April, 1984, causing widespread destruction.

It is estimated that the damage caused by the hail storm is around 100 crores. The exact number is yet to be determined as the survey is still ongoing.

The government has initiated necessary steps to provide relief to the affected farmers and property owners. Assistance in the form of credit, insurance claims and other financial support are being provided.

The Agriculture Department has advised farmers to take necessary precautions to reduce the impact of such natural disasters in the future.

The total area affected is estimated to be around 10,000 acres. The loss is not only confined to agricultural crops but also affects livestock and other property.

The situation is being monitored closely and further updates will be provided as and when necessary.
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Sri A. Madan Mohan:— Sir, the recent hail storm has really created a havoc in Nalgonda, Adilabad, Nellore, West Godavari and Mahaboobnagar districts. In addition to this, the information that has come to us is that even Ranga Reddy District is badly affected. It is really a very pathetic situation being faced by the farmers especially small and marginal farmers in these areas. When coming to Telangana area, we hardly have any irrigation sources.

People have to really toil hard. With great difficulty they will be able to irrigate an acre or two. Because under wells, it is not possible for them to have large areas of cultivation. We can understand the economic plight of a small farmer who hardly owns about 2 to 5 acres and out of which he is in a position to sow to an extent of only one to one and a half acre. That being the situation, naturally his economic conditions are very shabby. Now having toiled so much and having put in his money, inputs and fertilisers and other requirements—If those have ultimately to be affected by the hail storm—it is the act of God.

I urge upon the Government to look in the Famine Code which was prepared and codified some decades back. It is a very obsolete sort of document. This was prepared during the British regime and scrupulously followed by ever government including the previous government. There has been an agitation to see that the code is modified, even earlier also. I hope this would be looked into and this government would be able to modify the code to suite the needs and relevancy of the situation. The vagaries of seasonal conditions that were witnessed because of the atmospheric change in the entire cosmos have got to be taken in to consideration. I think the Government has to apply its mind in all sincerity and change it. In the meanwhile, the Government should come forward generously and come to the rescue of the farmers particularly small and marginal farmers. Even the middle-class farmers are equally hit and once they are hit, the economy will go out of gear for four or five years. For the loans that were sanctioned earlier, there should be holiday in the recovery of loans. Further loans should be sanctioned whenever there is cyclone in certain areas. We had gone out of way in sanctioning assistance to the extent of Rs. 5,000 per acre.
3rd April, 1984

Matters Under Rule 329
re: Damage to Crops and Properties
due to Hail Storm in Nalgonda,
Adilabad, Nellore, West Godavari
and Mahaboobnagar Districts.

if necessary to the cocoant garden owners, lime etc. The condition of the farmers, even other wise has been pitiful. I think, the Government has th ning generously and request the Chief Minister to apply his mind with more imagination and thereby try to show more sympathy towards the plight of the farmers.
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re: Damage to Crops and Properties
due to Hail Storm in Nalgonda,
Adilabad, Nellore, West Godavari
and Mahaboobnagar Districts.

This case relates to crops and properties
in Nalgonda, Adilabad, Nellore, West Godavari,
and Mahaboobnagar Districts.

The damage caused by a hail storm on
13th April 1984 is under consideration.

Details of the damages sustained in each
of the districts will be provided separately.
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13th April, 1984

Mr. Speaker in the Chair

...
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re: Damage to Crops and Properties
due to Hail Storm in Nalgonda,
Adilabad, Nellore, West Godavari
and Mahaboobnagar Districts.

The damage to crops and properties due to hailstorm in Nalgonda, Adilabad, Nellore, West Godavari and Mahaboobnagar Districts has been reported. The following districts have been affected:

- Nalgonda
- Adilabad
- Nellore
- West Godavari
- Mahaboobnagar

The damage has been assessed as follows:

- Nalgonda: Rs. 500
- Adilabad: Rs. 300
- Nellore: Rs. 200
- West Godavari: Rs. 100
- Mahaboobnagar: Rs. 75

A total of Rs. 1275 has been assessed as damage. The damage has been assessed by the relevant authorities.

1. A total of Rs. 1275 has been assessed as damage. The damage has been assessed by the relevant authorities.
2. The petitioners, who are farmers in the districts of Nalgonda, Adilabad, Nellore, West Godavari and Mahaboobnagar Districts, report that on 12th April, 1984, a hailstorm caused damage to their crops and properties. The extent of damage was estimated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Crops Damaged</th>
<th>Properties Damaged</th>
<th>Total Damage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nalgonda</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8,41,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adilabad</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2,12,960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nellore</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1,85,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Godavari</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahaboobnagar</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,85,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23,10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total damage amount to the crops and properties amounted to Rs. 23,10,000. The petitioners have submitted their claims for compensation for the damages suffered.
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The Hon. Mr. Justice:—

S:

The Hon. Mr. Justice:—

S:

The Hon. Mr. Justice:—

S:

The Hon. Mr. Justice:—

S:

The Hon. Mr. Justice:—

S:
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...
One thing is evident. We thank to Telugu Desam Government. The State Administrative machinery has collapsed. The village administration set up also has collapsed. The net result is that they are not able to receive any information what is happened in the rural area. Did he not kno that this is happened there. Don't they have wireless set up. With the wireless setup they can contact R. D. O., and Collector. If they can't get the information within minites this Government has no right to rule this State.

Mr. Speaker:— I am expunging the entire proceedings from the words of Sri P. Mahendranath, Minister upto this point.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:— Sir, is the valuable time which you have allowed now much more important that
VADAGANLA VANA? Please allow me to make my submission.

Whether there is a need for the following?

Why have I not interfered in that. Where is the question of my talking about that? I am only asking as a Member of the Legislature about the relief to be given to the farmers.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

If only the demands are being taken, let the House carry on the business...
and let all the three Calling Attention notices also be answered by the concerned Minister. Let the Members participate in the debate. There are two alternatives I am submitting to you. If you are serious about the business let us really concentrate on the business and conduct in which case we are prepared to co-operate in the House in bypassing the Calling Attention notices, this, that and all. If you think very tactfully and intelligently by-passing Calling Attentions and then, in the name of official business and the Demands, ultimately if you take something again and set out sometime for the Non-official Resolutions we are not prepared. Please do not take anything except the official business. This has to be decided first.

I wanted to postpone the entire issue because in fact I am in favour of the demands and let the entire work be taken up and I have absolutely no objection. Let Demands only be taken.

Every two hours of all Fridays are meant for the Non-Official Business.

Sri A. Madan Mohan: Then, I request the Minister for Legislative Affairs to adopt this.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu: Sir, there is no necessity for anybody’s acceptance, if the Rules are followed.
Mr. Speaker :- Every Friday, last two hours are meant for Non-Official business. They knew it. If you concede we will take.

Mr. Speaker :- Other work is post-poned. As per rules I have to give last two hours for Non-official Business.

Sri A. Madan Mohan :- Sir, do not unnecessarily say something to put the words into his mouth. Mr. Venkaiah Naidu was gracious enough to say "If the House adopts, I have absolutely no objection". In spite of that if the House is persisting in continuing it then, we are also persisting in continuing it. If the Minister takes this sort of stand, well we have no other alternative but to insist upon the Business.
Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu :- Minister has already clarified that.

Let people also draw the inferences as to how serious this Government is, about its own official business.

The Motion moved by Sri Madan Mohan, Leader of the Opposition is of utmost importance. I am serious as far as I am concerned.
Announcement 13th April 1984

re: Extension of time for Discussion on Demands for Grants beyond 18 days in the Assembly

Mr. Speaker:— I am to announce to the House, that the Business Advisory Committee has decided to continue the discussion on Demands for Grants beyond 18 days. Therefore with permission of the House, I am suspending the Rule 151(3) of the Assembly Rules.
Non-official Bill

Andhra Pradesh Official Language (Amendment) Bill, 1984 (Introduced).

Business of the House.

Non-official Resolution

re: Condemning the Separatist Tendencies within and Outside the Country

Non-Official Bill


Mr. Speaker :- Moved.

The question is :-

"That leave be granted to introduce the Andhra Pradesh Official Language (Amendment) Bill, 1984".

The Motion was adopted and the Bill was introduced.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Sri A. Madan Mohan :- Sir, on a point of clarification. Now that you have said that the Calling Attentions and other Business is postponed, I am to presume that those would be taken up only on 16th and not earlier?

Mr. Speaker :- Yes, only on 16th.

It is alright, because it is Non-official day. There are very important demands.

(Sri E. Vasudeva Rao., in the Chair)

There are very important demands.

Non-official Resolution.

Re: Condemning the Separatist Tendencies within and outside the country.
Non-official Resolution 13th April, 1984

re:: Condemning the Separatist Tendencies within and outside the Country

The accession of Kashmir State to the Indian Union is final, irrevocable, non-negotiable, indisputable as it is final, irrevocable, non-negotiable, indisputable as it is
This is the problem inherited by free India from the colonial past. It is a gigantic human problem. The problem needs to be handled and tackled with statesmanship, imagination, incite and tactics. I would like to know as to whether such a farcical election was ever held in the Parliamentary history in the world. This Government of India could not prevent carnage of nearly hundreds of people in Assam in the wake of those elections. That is not my foremost priority, and I have said so. However, 10 days of violence is too much. The violence is regrettable. The loss of life is unacceptable. The suffering of people is unbearable. The violence has been going on for weeks. It is a matter of concern. There has been violence in Assam for weeks. It is a matter of concern. There has been violence in Assam for weeks. It is a matter of concern. There has been violence in Assam for weeks. It is a matter of concern.
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Announcement
re: Laying and Placing of Papers on the Table of the House.
re: Arrest of Sri K. Sivaprasad.
Non-Official Resolution
re: Condemning the Separatist Tendencies within and outside the Country

ANNOUNCEMENT

1. Laying of and placing of papers on the table of the House.

Chairman:— I am to announce to the House, that the papers to be laid and placed on the Table of the House for to-day are deemed to have been laid and placed. (See appendix)

2. Re-Arrest of Sri K. Sivaprasad, M.L.A.,

Chairman:— I am to announce to the House that Dr. K. Sivaprasad Rao, M.L.A., was arrested at 12-00 noon on 10-4-1984 at Narsaraopet and was released on self Bail on the same day.

Sri K. Nagarjuna Reddy:— Sir, “are deemed to have been laid on the Table”... the papers to be laid and placed on the Table of the House for to-day are deemed to have been laid and placed.

Non-official Resolution (contd)

Non-Official Resolution (contd)
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இந்த வரலாற்றுக் குற்றத்தைத் தடுக்க இயல்பு மற்றும் இது வல்லிருக்கிறது நான்கு வருடங்களைப் பாதிக்கக்கூடாது. இச்செயலின் முதல் இடத்தையே வல்லிருக்கிறது புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்

1. நாஷ்பாக்கம்: அதிகம் என்றும் மறந்தும் நேரங்களை கொண்டிருக்கிறது. மலர்கால மீது இயல் முதல் இடத்தையே வல்லிருக்கிறது புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்

2. என்றும் நாஷ்பாக்கம்: வரும் நேரத்தையே வல்லிருக்கிறது. குறைந்த எண்ணிக்கை வல்லிருக்கிறது புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்

3. என்றும் நாஷ்பாக்கம்: அத்தொடர்பு ஏற்படுத்த வரும் நேரங்களையறக்க மலர்கால மீது இயல் முதல் இடத்தையே வல்லிருக்கிறது புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்ண புகழ்பெண்
361 13th April, 1984

Non-official Resolution
re: Condemning the Separatist Tendencies within and Outside the Country


To the President,


I would like to make it clear that even though my party fought against Shaik Abdullah and even though my leader Sri Shyam Prasad Mukherjee laid his life for the sake of the nation and for Kashmir, at the same time, I honour, I respect and try to preserve the right of Sri Farooq Abdullah who has been elected with overwhelming majority to rule the State. Even if Congress tries to disturb, we have no hesitation to go to his rescue for the preservation of democracy. There is no second opinion or thinking on this particular issue. Farooq Abdullah is a victim of contradictions. He has turned into a controversial figure.
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re: Condemning the Separatist Tendencies within and outside the country.
You must see that these forces and persons desist from doing further.
Non-official Resolution 13th April, 1984
364
:re: Condemning the Separatist Tendencies within and outside the Country

you are the trend setters, and you are the persons taking this thing to this extent in the country...
What have you done in Assam? Just because of our foolish policy thousands of people were butchered. Why thousands of people are butchered and by whom? These are the forces at work. Can you blame the Chief Minister for that, that he alone is responsible for the episode that has happened in Kashmir?
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re : Condemning the Separatist Tendencies within and outside the Country

[Text in Telugu language]

I am doubtful even if Mr. Madan Mohan takes a realistic approach and posture of the functioning of his party, what will be the position. That is what is happening to every leader of the Congress party, every leader who has been the leader of his party, every leader who is functioning in a realistic manner and posturing. I am doubtful even if Mr. Madan Mohan takes a realistic approach and posture of the functioning of his party, what will be the position. That is what is happening to every leader of the Congress party, every leader who has been the leader of his party, every leader who is functioning in a realistic manner and posturing.
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Sri P. Goverdhan Reddy :— Under the leadership of Congress......
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issue, and Kashmir in north east frontiner. झेह हिंचे एनुतप्त नियुक्त लिंक लक्षि।

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:— I said India is strong but not on account of Indira Gandhi. Even without Indira India can march ahead. It has proved beyond doubt umpteen times.

Sri P. Goverdhan Reddy:— The country is strong. We can fight anybody.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:— India is a strong not on account of Congress but in spite of it.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:— I do not know whether Goverdhan Reddy compare himself with Barua who said India is Indira or Indira is India.

Sri P. Goverdhan Reddy:— The country is strong. We can fight anybody.
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It may pay dividends, but ultimately it is not going to pay dividends.
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re: Condemning the Separatist Tendencies within and outside the Country

Sri A. Madan Mohan:— Our people also have given amendment. There are about 17 legislators. The other day I said it should be confined to signatories of the amendments. The presiding officer was generous enough to say that everybody can speak. According to the ruling given by the Speaker they are entitled to speak. After words opportunity may be given to me also to speak since I am the mover of the resolution.

(Mr. Speaker in the Chair)
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The 3' Assembly (Fourth) :— In view of the situation prevailing in the State, the House was addressed to the Governor, who:—
1. The Governor, in his capacity as the Administrator of the Union Territory of Pondicherry, has been requested to take appropriate steps in the matter of the separation of the territory from the Union.
2. The Governor has also been requested to take steps to ensure that the activities of the separatist groups are brought to an end.
3. The Governor has been requested to take steps to ensure that the activities of the separatist groups are brought to an end.
4. The Governor has been requested to take steps to ensure that the activities of the separatist groups are brought to an end.
5. The Governor has been requested to take steps to ensure that the activities of the separatist groups are brought to an end.

The House, in its resolution, also called upon the people of the territory to cooperate with the Government in the interest of peace and harmony.

The resolution was adopted by acclamation.

The House then adjourned.

The Governor, in his address, thanked the House for its support and assured the House of his Government's determination to work for the welfare of the people of the territory.

The resolution was adopted by acclamation.
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re: Condemning the Separatist Tendencies within and outside the country.

Mr. Speaker:— I intend to close it by 1.30 p.m.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:— It is the will of the House.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:— It can never be the will of the House when he is bypassing the entire business. He made it clear. We will not allow the House to run according to their whims and fancies.
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Mr. Speaker:— Why should you continue beyond 1.30 p.m.
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re: Condemning the Separatist Tendencies within and outside the country.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:—It is 1.30 p.m. You have promised to adjourn the House at 1.30 p.m. There are 19 Speakers from my side.

Mr. Speaker:—Let us carry it to the next Friday. The House now stands adjourned till 8.30 A.M. on 16-4-84.

(The House then adjourned to meet again at 8.30 A.M. 1-31p.m on Monday, the 16th April, 1984.)